President and one of our New Equipment Salesmen. Mike spent his childhood riding in a
tow truck, and has a lifetime of experience with towing equipment. He has an incredible
passion for the uniqueness of what we do here at Detroit Wrecker, and it’s evident when
you talk to him. Quality is what we’re all about, and Mike’s dedication to this company and
our customers is the best of the best. He has experience in welding, truck sales, parts and
service management, and much more. Currently he is focusing on assisting our customers
design the truck of their dreams. His core experience adds to the research and development
of our current product lines. Call Mike and his team today to discuss your future plans for
expanding your company, or replacing your equipment, and they will show you how Detroit
Wrecker can get you there!

Lee is the General Manager and Vice President of Detroit Wrecker Sales. He manages the
day-to-day operations to ensure that every customer has a world-class experience with
Detroit Wrecker. He manages new production builds, the service, parts, manufacturing,
and installation departments, as well as the growth of the company. He also happens to
be a recent graduate of Lawrence Technological University, and has spent several years in
the automotive industry. He also has experience working with logistics of new vehicle
product launches, and works closely with Steve on research and development for new
additions for products, as well as product platforms for the next generation of Detroit
Wrecker products. Lee and Steve developed the Gladiator, Lil Hercules, numerous
improvements like the safety valve on the Low Loader and the new LED Safety Lighting for
trucks.

Nick is our service manager. He has 20 years of experience in the towing
industry. He owned a fleet of ten trucks and serviced and maintained them
himself, so he knows tow trucks and he knows truck ownership. He knows
what truck owners need, and what they don’t need. He identifies with our
customers, he can answer their questions, and he keeps them on the road,
efficiently, safely, and cost-effectively. Nick is also great at interpreting your service
issues. He can listen to a customer describe the symptoms, then he troubleshoots the
vehicle, diagnoses the problem, and determines what the vehicle needs. He is the
Sherlock Holmes of diagnosing issues a truck is having, and the MacGyver of fixing service
failures.
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